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INTRODUCTION 

1. The Second General Conference of the United Nations 

Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO), held at Lima, 

Peru, in March 1975, declared that the developing countries' 

share of total world industrial production was BO small that 

it should be increased as much as possible and should be at 

least 25 per cent by 2000. 

2. The United Nations General Assembly, at its seventh 

special session in September 1975, endorsed the Lima Declaration 

and Plan of Action and requested UNIDO to establish a system of 

consultations on industry between developed and developing 

countries.    The consultations are intended to explore ways 

to achieve the objective set at Lima and to attain a balanced 

distribution of industrial production and related activities 

amongst the developing and developed countries. 

3. The developing countries'  share of world industrial 

production will not necessarily be the same in all industrial 

sectors by 2000;    in some sectors it may be less than 25 psr cent, 

and in others it may be more.    Por the steel industry, which 

plays the basic strategic and dynamic role in industrial 

development, UHID0 secretariat estimates that developing countries will 

need to have a 30 per cent share of world steel production 

by 2000, if they are to cover their own basic needs and thus 

reduce their reliance on the imports that account at present 

for at least one third of their total steel requirements. 

4. The first Consultation Meeting on the Iron and Steel 

Industry is therefore invited to consider the three following 

priority issues: 

(a)    To examine the expansion of steel demand ani 

steel-making capacities over the short and medium 

terms ( 1985 and 1990) and long term (2000) and to 

enocurage and support the full development of steel 



projectfJ consistent  with the Lima Declaration, 

bearing in mind the special problems and prospecta 

of developing countries  with little or no nteel 

production; 

(b) To identity and ntimulate wnyB and means  of 

securing tho availability and cupply at  an 

appropriate prme  of  Etetíl-making raw materials 

and providing technology and financial  resources} 

(c) With a view t.o implementinr the objectives outlined 

above,   to mbiiize tho required rezurces and to 

develop conntruc+.ive  international  oo-operation 

for the expansion of eteri production and trade 

in developing and  developed countries. 

5.     Ths secretariat of UNIDO haB included these three priority issues 

In the Provisional Ären ¡aP   of the Firat Goneultation Meeting on 

the Iron and Steel Tnduatry.    The iosues were selected on 

the advice of the Preparatory Meeting for the First Consultation 

Meeting, which conni dered the neven isBueB initially proposed 

by the UNTDO Secretariat and listed in the annex to an aide-memoir« 

dated 'j November  1976.    The selection of issues for the first 

Consultation Meeting is not exhaustive or final:     the Meeting 

may decide to add ieeues to the Provisional Agenda or delete 

issues from it.    And since,  to maintain continuity, lUrther 

Consultation Meetings are envisaged, there will be opportunities 

to consider other isaueB as well as matters relating to the 

three priority issues. 

J/     ID/Wa.243/1 
2/     The Preparatory Meeting for Consultations on the Steel 

Industry was held in Vienna, from 7-11 December 1976. 
Participants from the following 23 countries attended 
the Preparatory Meeting:   Algeria, Argentina, Australia, 
Austria, Bra*il, Egypt,  France, Federal Republic of Germany, 
India, Indonesia, Italy,Jamaica, Japan, Mexico, Pakistan, 
Peru, Romania, Sweden, Turkey, Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics,  United Kingdom, United States of America and 
Venezuela. 

± 
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6. The Consultation Meeting is expected to reach a consensus 

on action to be taken, and this will involve co-operation 

between developed and developing countries and between developing 

countries themselves.    In order to help participants to reach a 

consensus, the UNIDO Secretariat has   used the discussion and 

conclusions of the Preparatory Meeting held earlier to prepare 

this note for their consideration.    The suggestions should be 

viewed as a guide for discussion that will facilitate the 

drafting of a text that will reflect the discussions and 

oonsensus, 

7. In view of the complexity of some of the subjects to be 

considered in the process of the consultations, the UNIDO Secretariat has 

included a suggestion that working groups on selected subjects 

should be established so that UHIIX) can better consider further 

constructive action in areas to be agreed on, and can prepare 

specific proposals for consideration at the next Consultation 

Meeting on the    Iron and Steel Industry. 

8*     Supporting material for the issues and suggestions 

oontained in this note will be found in the following documentât 

(a) Conclusions and Recommendations adopted by the 

Preparatory Meeting for the First Consultation 

Meeting on the Iron and Steel Industry*'; 

(b) Background and Supporting Information on Issues 

which might be selected for consideration at the 

Consultation Meeting?/ (originally submitted to 

Preparatory Meeting:    it covers the seven issues 

first suggested by the UNIDO secretariat); 

(c) Draft World-wide Study of the Iron and Steel 

Industry 1975-2000$/ 

¿/     Subsequently issued as document ID/WO. 241/4 

¡J     ID/WG.241/1/Rev.  1 

¿/     OTID0/ICIS.25 



SUGGESTED TEXTS RELATING TO THREE PRI'-TUT/ TSÏiUltf i'-ELECTED KOR CONSIDERATION 

AND POüSIULR cojcEtwuu ACRKEHOT DY TIIR FIR:;T CONSULTATION MEETING OM TUB 

THON AND STEEL INDUSTRY 

Issue    T 

TO EXAl'INE TUR EXPANSION Ol-' STERL DEKANR AND STEEWAKING CAPACITIES OVER 
THE SHORT AND KBDTUH TBIW3   ( l'W'j AMD  vy)U)  AND LONG TERf' (2000)  AND TO 
EÎICCURAGE AND SUPPORT THE FULL PRVELO'TWT OK STEEL PROJECTS  IN 'HIE DEVELOPING 
«OUHTîT^S CONSISTENT WITH THE LIKA  DW.MARATION BEARING IN MIND THE SPECIAL 
PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS  OK DEVELOPING COUNTRIES WITH LITTLE OR NO STEEL 
PRODUCTION 

A,      Targete for the  orpannion of steel demand and  production 

The participant:-,  in the Consultation Portinfrr 

Having examined the likely expansion of steel demand and 

steel-making capacity over the short, medium and long terms, 

Keeping in vie* the Lima target for the developing countries 

to produce at  leant  25C- of total  world industrial production 

by 2000, and the basic strategic and dynamic contribution 

made by the  steel  industry to industrial development, 

Taking into  account  the considerable raw-material  resources, 

potential human resources and growing national and regional 

markets of the developing countries, 

Recomizinr: that the developing countries need to reduce 

'their reliance on the imports that account for at  least one 

third of their total steel requirement o as at present, 

Considering; that the consumption of steel  (measured in terms 

of crude oteel)  is likely to increase: 

(a) In developing countries,  from about 90-100 million 
tons currently to 'jno-550 million tons in 2000; 

(b) In developed countries,  from about 600 million tons 
currently to about  1?00 million tons in 2000; 

and world production is therefore expected to increase from 

about 700 million tons currently to 1750- million tonn in 2000, 

Agree that  the developing countries'  share of the total world 

production of iron and oteel may bo aß much au }<X'« by 2000. 

1/     RcproticntativcB of Governments,   industry and labour and other 
parties concerned. 

«tfk 
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B.     Supporting tho development  of the Ptcel industry in developing countries 

fhe participants in  the Consultation Mectingr* 

Recognising that there will be a need to set up conoidorable 

new capacity for steel production in both developing and 

developed countries and that the increase will be proportionately 

greater in the developing countries in relation to their 

current capacity, 

Considering that, while pianB for the development  of steel 

projects in developing countries should be pragmatically 

related to local, regional and other market requirements, the 

availability of local steel production in developing countries 

is likely to stimulate demand, 

Emphasizing, therefore, that in view of the long period 

required to establish the industry, the present limited 

market should not inhibit  or delay plans for local  production, 

Reco/giizing that, because the steel industry has a most useful 

and dynamic role to play in the economic development of any 

country, the  justification for the creation of steel capacity 

cannot be based only on the conventional economic viability 

point of view but should also take into consideration the 

over-all economic and social benefits deriving from the 

operation of steel plants and the use of steel products, 

Recognizing further that developing countries that currently 

have little or no steel production may be able to establish 

a steel industry that is well adapted to the size  of the 

national or regional market and the local availability of 

raw materials and other resources, 

Stressing that the expansion of steel production capacity 

envisaged will depend upon many factors including greater 

international co-operation, 

1.      Agree to fully encourage and support the development of steel 

projects in developing countries, 

J/     Representatives of Governments, industry and labour and other 
partios concerned. 

J] 
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2.      Request the secretariat of UNITO,  in co-operation with the 

parties concerned: 

(a) To compile a lint of steel plantB which developed and 
developing countries plan to ostatili uh in the period 
up to  1990 and beyond; 

(b) To promote actively a continuous exchange of information 
on the progress made by the developing and developed 
countrico in increasing production of steel at a rate 
consistent with the achievement  of their long-term goals; 

(c) To identify any obstacles to the development  of the 
world Btcel industry and suggest wayB to overcome them; 

(d) To conaider measures that would stimulate the orderly 
growth of the steel industry in developed and developing 
countries; 

(e) To submit a progress report on these matters for 
consideration at the nort Conoultation Meeting on the 
Iron and Steel Industry. 

M 
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Issue TI 

TO IDENTIFY AND STIMULATE WAYS AND M?AN3 OF SECURING THE AVAILABILITY AND 
* SUPPLY AT AM APPROPRIATE PRICE OP STEfiL-MAKIIIG RAW MATERIALS AND PROVIDING 

TECHNOLOG/ AND FINANCIAL RKOURCE5 

A,      Availability,  supply ••>r/' pr4>*in.; of raw materials for stcol-making 

The participants in the Consultation Mcetinftr' 

Reco/piisin/T that v/orld demand for raw materials for steel-making 

is likely to moro than double by 2000 and that there is therefore 

a need to ensure that adequate supplies are alwayn available 

throughout the world, 

Recalling that although there are adequate reserves of iron 

ore and fluxes for the future development of the world steel 

industry as envisaged, measures must be taken to develop 

new mines, transportation systems and related infrastructure, 

RealizinR that, because the international prices of iron ores 

and pellets are too low in relation to the rising costs of their 

extraction and processing and the l.nport prices for steel 

products, appropriate national and international measures 

are needed to enable countries producing iron ore to obtain 

prices which will promote the expansion of existing mining 

capacities and encourage new investment, 

Considering that in view of the difficulties experienced by 

various steel-producing countries in tho past in securing 

adequate supplies of coking coal for their industries,  special 

efforts are needed to ensure a sufficient  supply of coking 

ooal to the world steel industry, 

Considering that it is often advantageous to both countries 

producing raw materials and countries importing steel products 

to promote the local processing of raw materials so as to 

generate "added value" for export, and thus enable raw-material 

producing countries^ to obtain higher returns, 

Representatives of Governments,  industry and labour and other 
parties concerned. 



Recognising that  iron or«  is one cf the commodities initially 

selected for consideration in UNCPAD'n  In egraled Commodity 

Approach and that tJNITO will therefore need \o co-operate 

cloeely with UNCTAD over raw met.»r.ala  for the steel  industry, 

1. Agree that UHTDO,   ir co-operation with olhor bodies concerned 

should: 

(aj    Review the plinti <md  ^nzrwn p*».Hr» *-\ tfoveloped and 
developing countries to increase tho production of raw 
material« for the ateei industry arid consider what measures 
are needed tn ensure an ...J (funtc «upp?.y of the3c raw material»; 

(b) Examine alternative modalitiet for price formation including 
stock piling arrangementn,   that would ensure the timely 
development of additional production of raw mitorials at 
pricea equitable to both producers and consumers;    explore 
the international marketing and distribution arrangements 
needed to improve the developing countries'  access to raw 
materials;    and study opportuniti eu and mochanisms for 
the exchange of essential raw materials such as ore, fuels, 
and flux^a between developed and developing countries, and 
between i;he developing countries therooelvos; 

(c) Survey current mining legislation in developing countries, 
consider the incentives needed for naw investments in their 
mining induJtrios,  and suggest appropriate forms of inter- 
national co-operation, auch ao  joint ventures,  to promote 
new mining investments; 

(d) fticourage the application of new technologies relating to 
more economical uso of coking coal,  the uBe of charcoal 
and the use of alternativo roductanta ouch    as natural 

2. Invite UNTDO and UNCTAD to establish at on early date a joint 

Working group on raw materials for utoel manufacture to facilitate 

the efficient accomplishment  of the measures ment    ned in paragraph 1. 

3#      Request the working group on raw materials for nteel manufacture 

to submit its conclusions, through the Executive Director of UMIDO, 

for consideration at the next Consultation Meeting on the Iron and Efteol 

Industry. 

i 
SBi 4 
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B.  Technology for the development of the Bteel industry in the developing 

countries 

foe participante In the Consultation Meetingr 
Reeogniging the need to intensify international co-operation 

so ae to provide technology specifically designed for the 

future development of the ateel industry in the developing 

countries, including those with little or no steel production 

at present, 

Recalling that technology should be carefully chosen to mit 

local conJitione in developing countries, bearing in mind the 

need to minimize the risks associated with applying unproven 

technologies, 

Recognising that, if technr\ogy is to be transferred effectively 

to developing countries, local experts must be associated with 

foreign experts at all stages of the planning, design, 

construction and operation of steel plants, 

Boting that some developing countries, when establishing steel 

industries, set up planning departments that subsequently grew 

into indigenous technical consultancy design and engineering 

organisations and that the developing countries need the 

support of the international community to develop their own 

national, subregional or regional technical consultancy services, 

Recognizing that the developing countries and their suppliers 

m »d to find new ways to r inimise the devele ing countries risks 

and accompanying losses arising from defects in the design of 

steel plantr and equipment, 

4fxst< 
(a)   That contracts for the installation of steel plants in developing 

countries should include: 

(i)    Adequate provisions for a continuing flow of 
information on the latest technological developments 
and know-how on equitable terms; 

Representatives of Governments, industry and labour and other 
parties concerned. 



(il) Adequate guarantees against possible deficiencies in 
the design of steel plante and equipment and positive 
arrangements *'or the association of local engineering 
services during the design,  construction and operation 
of such plants; 

and that UNIDO,  in co-operation with other parties 
concerned, sh'juld dr ft model clauses for inclusions 
in such contracts; 

(b) That arrangements should be made for existing iron and steel 
research and development institutes in both developed and 
developing countries and related bodies to advise on the 
adaptation of technology that could suit the needs of individual 
developing countries or groups of them and to report on progress 
made to the next Consultation Meeting on the Iron and Steel 
Industry; 

(c) That UNITX) should consider how the industries and Governments 
of the developed and developing countries concerned could be 
continuously involved,  inter alia through their technical 
support, financing and guarantee schemes, in promoting the 
development,  testing and initial installation of new manufacturing 
processes based on adapted technologies most appropriate for 
the needs of the developing countries. 

C.     Manufacture of capital /yods in the developing countries 

The participants  in the Consultation Meeting^ 

Accepting that there will be a vaat demand for capital goods 

to meet the envisaged increase in world steel capacity by 2000 

and that there will be scope for mutually advantageous participation 

by both developed and developing countries in the production 

of capital  goods for tho o4 iel industry, 

Believing that, because of the large amounts of foreign 

exchange involved in importing equipment for steel plants, 

it is desirable for many developing countries to have an 

indigeous source of «rupply of capital goods and equipment 

for the steel industry, 

Representatives of Government a, industry and labour and other 
parties concerned. 
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Considering that the establishment of capital-good« manufacturing 

industries in developing countries could be facilitated by joint 

ventures between suppliers and client countries, including joint 

ventures between certain of the developing countries, 

Recognising that the development of a capital-goods manufacturing 

capacity is a logical development after the establishment of 

steel plants and that the heavy engineering industry not only 

serves the steel industry but is also able to manufacture 

capital goods for otuer industries, 

Recognizing further the importance of the capital goods industry 

for the development of other industries as well as that of the 

steel industry, 

to request UNIDO to convene a separate consultation meeting on 

capital goods and related technology. 

D,     Pinanoing for the development of the iron and steel industry in the 

developing countries 

The participants in the Consultation Meetings 

Noting the large amount of financing that will be required for 

the envisaged expansion of the steel industry in the developing 

countries in the period up to 2000, 

Realising that the implementation of decisions by developing 

countries to establish st*»el plants depends on securing the 

necessary financing, 

Realizing further that the problem of securing the necessary 

financing is likely to continue to be the main obstacle to the 

development of the iron and steel industry, particularly in 

the developing countries, 

Emphasising the need to adapt the terms and conditions of 

financing to the special requirements of steel projects and 

the conditions prevailing in developing countries, 

Representatives of Government s, industry and labour and other parties 
concerned. 



Streesing that g.uteral  ei-.nnomjc devo] opment   benefits 

resulting from  the creation of tv iron and  ri+eel   industry 

should be highlighted ario nur;m:ifief¡ en as to enable the 

international   financing agencien t,    provide  financial 

assistance t.i the developing oountrieB, 

1#      Vvxe GovernmentG an>l  the i .ternvtional banki  g community 

to treat a« a matter of priority the mobilization of the financing 

required to expand the oteo]  industry in developing countries and 

to ensure that the financing ic provided on appropriate terms and 

conditione. 

2f      Agree to request UNTI*"),  in < o -operai i on with  other partieo 

ooncemed, to examine: 

(a) The problomr l wed hy thu developing countries in raising 
ft sufficient volume ot' funds fron domestic and external 
sources to finance new steel  plants and aonociatcd 
infrastructure facilities; 

(b) The suitability of the  ternis and conditi one  on which 
financing is provided to the developing countries for 
tho construction  of ßteol plants and associated 
infrastructure at id the changes required  in these terms, 
taking into accovnt such fnct'vro as  the  extended 
construction perieds ani' bijdi capital   intensity 
associated with  ¡he establishment  of the steel industryt 
and that  financial  firrangemer.\.p should  include graco 
periodi» to co1/or   tho time taken for a  steel  plant to 
reach  full   rated capacity; 

(c) The nature and <-<.,it<:nt  ->f tho guarantees that 3hould be 
provider  in order    o attract large external  contributions 
to the financing    f steel  planet;  in developing countries; 

3»      Invite UNTTXJ to entail lieh u working group  on.  uhe financing of 

the iron and steel   industry,  so that UNIDO can better consider further 

constructive action  on the   issues proposed above and  prepare specific 

proposals for consideration at the nert. Consultation Meeting on the 

Iron and Steel Industry. 

i 
••i 
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Haue III 

WITH A VTBW TO IMPLEMENTING THE OBJECTIVES OUTLINED ABOVE, TO MOBILIZE 
THE REQUIRED RESOURCES AND TO DEVELOP CONSTRUCTIVE INTERNATIONAL 
CO-OPERATION POR THE EXPANSION OP STEEL PRODUCTION AND TRADE IN 
DtVELOPIHG AND DEVELOPED COUNTRIES 

A.     The basis for *ac scope oi   the constructive international 

oo-oparation needed for the expansion of steel product to» 

\ji developing and developed countries and trade between then 

The participants in the Consultation Meeting^ 

Recalling that world demand  for and production of  steel 

will continue to grow to more than double its present 

level by 2000, 

Recalling further that the development of the steel 

industry in the developing countries is essential if 

they are to maximize the use of their own raw materials 

by producing value added products,  satisfy as far as 

possible the needs  of their own marketB, and build a 

strong foundation for their industrialisation, 

Noting that the developing countries are increasingly 

able to construct  steel planta of a size and type 

suited to their market requirements, 

Recognising that there is a special need to provide 

some of the developing countries producing little or 

no steel at present '"Hh constructive technical 

assistance from international bodies, 

Bearing in mind that the development oí   ìndigeneous 

human skills is a major factor in the planning, 

installation and operation of a stesi industry and that 

there is therefore a need for constructive international 

co-operation to ensure the training of personnel at all 

levels, 

Representatives of Governments,  industry and labour and other 
parties concerned. 
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Ree ogni ¡¿irifí further that   the developed countries  will 

be faced with a progressive  depletion of their natural 

resources and  raw materi a] n  for the ntcel induntry, 

conaideiing  'hat  rf.w mat ora al n  produced  in the  developing 

countries  will  increasingly be required not only to meet 

the growing needr.  • i lì   ir expanding s tee    industries 

but also for the expansion  ri   Die eteel  industry in the 

developed countries, 

Bearing in mind  that, because of the substantial cost 

of tranepnrting raw materials  from   developing to developed 

countries and of transporting finished steel products 

back to developing countries,   it  would be to their 

mutuel advantage  if   ) much  frreater proportion of world 

steel production wore located  in the countries that 

produce tho raw materials, 

Moting that it   in difficult  in certain developed countries 

to find suitable locations f^r new steel planto because of 

a growing cmicern    IV" the environment, 

Accepting that,  with the  exception of some developing 

countries,  the deve]op»d countries will continue, for 

a long tine,  to be tho major producers of equipment 

for the steel industry, 

Stressing tb'U,   in "n'er to help finance growing importe 

of costly equipment,  for steel  manufacture,  the developing 

countries should gradual'y reduce their  reliance on 

imports of nteel  by increasing their local production 

of r.Uel  pTidurtr>  fnr their  "wn use and  for export, 

Ree ogni ¡sin« that although the developing countries are 

aiming for nelf -rmffioiency by 2C/V),  their steel production 

in the interim period in unlikely to be sufficient to 

satisfy a rapid *»rowth in the local use of steel for 

building infrastructure and for industrialization, 
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Noting that, since the products of the steel industry are 

becoming increasingly diversified, a great expansion of 

trade in stoel products between developed and developing 

countries can be expected and thatt consequently, a 

change in the type o   steel products e: »orted by the 

developed countries and the pattern of their steel 

industry can also be expected, 

Accepting that solutions have to be found to the problem 

of mobilizing sufficient financial resources for the 

required expansion of steel production in developing 

countries, inter alia, by encouraging sources of finance 

to take into account the general developmental benefits 

for all concerned resulting from the creation of a steel 

industry, 

Agree that constructive international co-operation baaed 

on the expansion of steel production in developing countries 

and the resulting changing pattern of international trade is 

to the mutual advantage of both developed and developing 

countries. 

B.     Follow-up action to promote constructive international co-operation 

The participants in the Cinaultation Meeting.-^ 

Bearing in mind the decision of the General Assembly 

that a system of consultations as provided for by the 

Lima Plan of Action should be established in order to 

facilitate the achievement of the goals Bet forth in 

the field of industrializat. on and that, in this context, 

the United Nations Industrial Development Organisation 

should serve as a forum for negotiation of agreements 

in the field of industry between developed and developing 

countries and among developing countries themselves, at 
2/ the request of the countries concerned^ 

j/     Represent stives of Governments, industry and labour and other 
parties concerned. 

2/     General Assembly Resolution 3362 (S-VII), Section IV, paragraph 3. 
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Recalling that  the Lima Hoc!arati on and Plan  of Action 

indicated that consultati ma should  in particular 

relato to industricr,  processing raw materials exported 

by developing countries  or which consume vast  quanti tien °f 

energy, and should result in concrete proposals for 

induci on in the devel -prr.ont  progra/».•jR of  participating 

developing countries?/ 

Noting that the process  of consultationo between 

developed countrieo and  developing countries and 

between the developing countries themselves in intended 

to be a continuing one. 

Recommend that: 

(a) UNIDO should convene the Second Consultation 
Meeting on tho   Tmn and Steel Industry in  V)'ltt 
to reach agreement  on specific  proposals for 
constructive international co-operation on topics 
selected by thin Kirst   Jonsultation Meeting; 

(b) In  order   to make  specific proposais,  UNI PO and 
other bodies concerned  Bhould examine  during the 
interim period  wajz to promote constructive inter- 
national  co-operation on plane  for the  establishment 
nt now rteel  pjantrs and  on the  raw materiale, 
technology,  capital goods and  financing required; 

(c) In order to develop the  specific proposals,   the 
Executive Director of UNIW   should convene working 
groupe  on the  following topira: 

(i)      Paw materials for the iron and steel industry; 

(ii)    The  fi nan«'i ng of iron and  steel   industry projects. 

1/      Lima Declaration and Plan of Action on Industrial Development 
and C o-operat i on, paragraph h 1 ( d). 

M 
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